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I learned the worth of a woman under Islam the day I sought a divorce in the Islamic Republic of Iran. I was worth
less than a man, worth only half of a man. That day, somewhere in the United States, girls my age were making
sure their clothes and hair were just right for a day in 7th grade (Year 9 in England). Not I. I stood before a judge
in an Iranian courtroom as a married woman beaten brutally every day of my short “marriage” by my husband, a
mentally unstable, older man to whom I had been sold for the financial profit of my family.
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Shazia Hobbs is author of The Gori's Daughter - a fictional life story of a young mixed race woman, daughter of a
Kashmiri father and a Glasgow mother,moved into the household as mistress alongside the Muslim wife and the
children from both relationships. Her whole life is a constant dramatic struggle against the rejection and hostility
her background generates in both Glasgow s white and Asian communities. The book graphically documents her
fight to offer her own daughter a culture and traditions she can accept with pride.
http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Goris-Daughter-Shazia-Hobbs/dp/1901514129 [11] more.......
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